Abstract. We study Gorenstein dimension and grade of a module M over a filtered ring whose assosiated graded ring is a commutative Noetherian ring. An equality or an inequality between these invariants of a filtered module and its associated graded module is the most valuable property for an investigation of filtered rings. We prove an inequality G-dimM ≤ G-dim grM and an equality gradeM = grade grM , whenever Gorenstein dimension of grM is finite (Theorems 2.3 and 2.8). We would say that the use of G-dimension adds a new viewpoint for studying filtered rings and modules. We apply these results to a filtered ring with a Cohen-Macaulay or Gorenstein associated graded ring and study a Cohen-Macaulay, perfect or holonomic module.
Introduction
Homological theory of filtered (non-commutative) rings grew in studying , among others, D-modules, i.e., rings of differential operators (cf. [4] , [17] etc.). The use of an invariant 'grade' is a core of the theory for Auslander regular or Gorenstein filtered rings ( [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [14] ). In particular, its invariance under forming associated graded modules is essential. Using Gorenstein dimension ( [1] , [9] ), we extend the class of rings for which the invariance holds.
Let Λ be a left and right Noetherian ring. Let modΛ (respectively, modΛ op ) be the category of all finitely generated left (respectively, right) Λ-modules. We denote the stable category by modΛ, the syzygy functor by Ω : modΛ → modΛ, and the transpose functor by Tr : modΛ → modΛ op (see [2] , Chapter 4, §1 or [1] , Chapter 2, §1). For M ∈ modΛ, we put M * := Hom Λ (M, Λ) ∈ modΛ op . Gorenstein dimension, one of the most valuable invariants of the homological study of rings and modules, is introduced in [1] . A Λ-module M is said to have Gorenstein dimension zero, denoted by G-dim Λ M = 0, if M * * ∼ = M and Ext We have that G-dim M ≤ k if and only if G-dim Ω k M = 0 by [1] , Theorem 3.13. It is also proved in [1] that if G-dim M < ∞ then G-dim M = sup{k : Ext k Λ (M, Λ) = 0}. In the following, we abbreviate 'Gorenstein dimension' to G-dimension.
We define another important invariant 'grade'. Let M ∈ modΛ. We put grade Λ M := inf{k : Ext In this paper we study G-dimension and grade of a filtered module over a filtered ring whose assiciated graded ring is commutative and Noetherian and apply the results to a filtered ring with a Gorenstein or Cohen-Macaulay associated graded ring.
In section two, we study G-dimension and grade of modules over a filtered ring. As usual, we analyze them by using the properties of assiciated graded modules. We start from studying G-dimension. When an associated graded ring grΛ of a filtered ring Λ is commutative and Noetherian, a filtered Λ-module M whose associated graded module grM has finite G-dimension has also finite G-dimension and an inequality G-dimM ≤ G-dim grM holds true (Theorem 2.3). We see that if an associated graded ring is regular then an equality holds for every M. However, it is open whether an equality holds or not in general. As for G-dimension zero, we show that if G-dim grM = 0, then G-dimM = 0 and the converse holds whenever some additional conditions for M are assumed (Theorem 2.5). Assume further that grΛ is a * local ring with the condition (P) (see Appendix), then 'Auslander-Bridger formula' holds for a filtered module M such that grM has finite Gdimension and G-dimM = G-dim grM: G-dimM + * depth grM = * depth grΛ (Proposition 2.6). To handle grade in the literatures, a kind of 'finitary' condition over a ring such as 'regularity' or 'Gorensteiness' is setted ( [7] , §5 and [14] , Chapter III, §2, 2.5). We find out that only the finiteness of G-dimension of grM implies gradeM = grade grM for a filtered module with a good filtration (Theorem 2.8). Suppose that grΛ is Gorenstein. Then all finite grΛ-modules have finite G-dimension. Thus all filtered modules with a good filtration satisfy the equality. Since regularity implies Gorensteiness, our results also cover regular filtered rings.
In section three, we apply the results obtained in the previous section to CohenMacaulay modules over filtered rings with a Cohen-Macaulay associated graded ring and holonomic modules over Gorenstein filtered rings. When grΛ is a Cohen-Macaulay * local ring with the condition (P), we define Cohen-Macaulay filtered modules and see that they are perfect. Then they satisfy a duality (Theorem 3.2). Moreover, assume that Λ is Gorenstein. Then injective dimension of Λ is finite, say d, so that we can define a holonomic module. A filtered module M with a good filtration is holonomic, if gradeM = d. We generalize some results in [14] , Chapter III, §4 and give a characterization of a holonomic module M by a property of Min(grM). An example of a filtered (non-regular) Gorenstein ring is given in 3.8.
The summary of commutative graded Noetherian rings, especially, * local rings are stated in Appendix.
Gorenstein dimension and grade for modules over filtered Noetherian rings
Let Λ be a ring. A family F = {F p Λ : p ∈ N} of additive subgroups of Λ is called a filtration of Λ, if
A pair (Λ, F ) is called a filtered ring. In the following, a ring Λ is always a filtered ring for some filtration F , so that we only say that Λ is a filtered ring.
Let σ p :
Then grΛ is a graded ring with multiplication
We always assume that grΛ is a commutative Noetherian ring. Therefore, Λ is a right and left Noetherian ring. Our main objective is to study Λ by relating G-dimension and grade of modΛ and those of mod(grΛ). Sometimes we assume further that grΛ is a * local ring with the condition (P) (see Appendix).
Let M be a (left) Λ-module. A family
A pair (M, F ) is called a filtered Λ-module. Similar to Λ, we sometimes abbreviate and say that M is a filtered module. Let τ p :
Then grM is a graded grΛ-module by
As for filtered rings and module, the reader is referred to [14] or [20] . We only state here some definitions and facts. For a filtered module (M, F ), we call F to be a good filtration, if there exist p k ∈ Z and m k ∈ M (1 ≤ k ≤ r) such that
for all p ∈ Z. Then the following three conditions are equivalent ( [14] , Chapter I, 5.2 and [20] , Chapter D, IV.3) (a) M has a good filtration.
(b) gr F M is a finite grΛ-module for a filtration F .
(c) M is a finitely generated Λ-module.
Therefore, we only consider a good filtration for a finitely generated Λ-module M, so that grM is a finite grΛ-module.
Let M, N be filtered Λ-modules.
It is easily seen that grf g = (grf )(grg) for filtered homomorphisms f : M → N and g : K → M.
For a filtered module M, an exact sequence
is called a filtered free resolution of M, if all F i are filtered free Λ-modules and all homomorphisms are strict filtered homomorphisms. We can always constract such a resolution with all F i of finite rank for a finitely generated Λ-module (see [20] , Chapter D, IV). Let M, N be filtered Λ-modules. We put, for p ∈ Z,
Then we have an ascending chain
Define an additive homomorphism
is a natural homomorphism for every p ∈ Z. When M is a filtered module with a good filtration, the following facts hold (see [14] , Chapter I, 6.9 or [20] , Chapter D, VI.6):
(3) ϕ is injective. Moreover, if M is a filtered free module, then it is bijective. Moreover, if G-dim grM = 0 or grade grM > 1, then α is an isomorphism. Proof. Take a filtered free resolution of M:
By definition, we have an exact sequence
, where g is a canonical epimorphism. Let Tr Λ M be equipped with the induced filtration by g. Then g is a strict filtered epimorphism. Let us consider the following diagrams in mod grΛ with the commutative squares and all the ϕ's isomorphisms:
Since the induced sequence · · · → grF 1 grf 1 −→ grF 0 → grM → 0 is a free resolution of grM, the first row of (1) is exact. Since g is strict, grg is surjective. Hence there exists a graded epimorphism α : Tr grΛ (grM) → gr(Tr Λ M). By assumption, we see that Ext 1 grΛ (grM, grΛ) = 0, so that the first row of (2) (1) is also exact, which implies that α is an isomorphism. Let k > 0. Since gr(Ω k M) and Ω k (grM) are stably isomorphic(see [10] , p.226 for the definition), the following holds:
Thus the statement holds by the case of k = 0. 2.4. Corollary. Assume that grΛ is a * local ring with the condition (P). If grΛ is Gorenstein, then id Λ Λ = id Λ op Λ ≤ * depth grΛ. Proof. Let M be a finitely generated Λ-module. Then M is a filtered module with a good filtration. Then G-dim grM < ∞ by Theorem A.9. Hence
Thanks to Corollary 2.4, we call a filtered ring Λ a "Gorenstein filtered ring", if grΛ is a Gorenstein * local ring with the condition (P).
We give a necessary and sufficient condition when G-dim grM = 0.
2.5. Theorem. Let M be a filtered Λ-module with a good filtration. Then the following (1) and (2) are equivalent.
(1) G-dim grM = 0.
Moreover, under the above conditions,
Proof.
(1) ⇒ (2): It follows from Theorem 2.3 that G-dimM = 0. From a filtered free resolution of M in (2.2), we get an exact sequence
This exact sequence and an exact sequence in mod grΛ:
. Since G-dim grM = 0, the second row is exact. For i ≥ 0, ϕ i are isomorphisms. Thus a sequence
−→ grF * 2 −→ · · · is exact, and so f * 1 , f * 2 , · · · are strict. Hence (2.2) holds. Since f 0 is a strict filtered epimorphism, f * 0 is a strict filtered monomorphism. Thus the first row of ( * ) is exact. Therefore, ϕ : grM
Since η, ϕ * M , ϕ M * are isomorphisms, grθ is also an isomorphism. Thus θ is strict. (2) ⇒ (1): By (2.1) and (2.2), the first row of the diagram ( * ) is exact. Thus the second row of ( * ) is exact, so that Ext i grΛ (grM, grΛ) = 0 for i > 0 and (grM) (2.3) and the above argument, the maps grθ, ϕ * M and ϕ M * are isomorphisms in the diagram ( * * ), so that η is an isomorphism. Thus G-dim grM = 0.
Let filΛ be a category of all filtered Λ-modules with a good filtration and filtered homomorphisms. Let G be a subcategory of filΛ consisting of all filtered modules M whose associated graded module grM has finite G-dimension. It holds from Theorem 2.3 that a module in G has finite G-dimension. We further put a subcategory G e of G G e := {M ∈ G : G-dimM = G-dim grM for some good filtration of M}.
Proposition. Assume that grΛ is a
* local ring with the condition (P). Let M ∈ G e . Then the following equality holds.
G-dimM +
* depth grM = * depth grΛ.
Proof. The statement follows from Theorem A.8.
2.7.
Remarks. (i) It is interesting to know when G e = G. If this is true, then we see that G-dimM = 0 if and only if G-dim grM = 0 for M ∈ G. Hence the condition (2.2), (2.2 * ), (2.3) in Theorem 2.5 are superfluous.
(ii) Suppose that 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 is a strict exact sequence of filΛ. Then the followings are easy consequence of [9] , Corollary 1.2.9 (b).
If
We shall study the another valuable invariant 'grade'. Its nicest feature that an equation grade Λ M = grade grΛ grM holds for a good filtered Λ-module M is proved when grΛ is regular (see e.g. [14] ). We prove this equation under 'module-wise' conditions by which we can apply this equation fairly wide classes of filtered rings.
2.8. Theorem. Let Λ be a filtered ring such that grΛ is a commutative Noetherian ring and M a filtered Λ-module with a good filtration. Assume that grM has finite G-dimension. Then an equality grade Λ M = grade grΛ grM holds.
Proof. Put s = grade grΛ grM. In order to show that grade Λ M = s, we must prove:
* to it, we get a complex
Then the following sequence of inclusions holds:
Then E r i is a grΛ-module for r, i ≥ 0. When r = 0, we have
Hence we get a complex
To do so, we define morphisms. By computation, it holds that
Thus the following hold: [14] , p.130 (6)) Under the above notation, we have
where we put f :=f r p+r (i − 1), g :=f r p (i). Using (1) and (2), we can show that
Thus we get
Further, we have
Hence the desired homology is
, where (2) (respectively, (1)) is used to show the second (respectively, fourth) equality. 
of grΛ-modules for each r ≥ 1.
Proof. The first assertion directly follows from Lemma 2.8.2. Then the complex E r • yields an exact sequence 0
by lemma 2.8.2, we get the desired exact sequence.
2.8.4. We will show in this subsection that E r s+1 = 0. Condider the following commutative diagram by A.14, it holds that gradeU ≥ s+1. Therefore, grade(Imϕ r ) ≥ s+1 for r ≥ 1. Consider the exact sequence induced from (3) 
If grM is perfect, then above inequalities are equalities. Hence M ∈ G e .
(ii) Let M ∈ G e with G-dimM = d. Then every syzygy Ω i M of M is also in G e . For, as gr(Ω i M) and Ω i (grM) are stably isomorphic, we see that G-dim
Applying Theorem 2.8 to the case that grΛ is a Gorenstein ring, we get the following.
2.10. Corollary. Let Λ be a filtered ring such that grΛ is a commutative Gorenstein ring and M a filtered Λ-module with a good filtration. Then the equality grade Λ M = grade grΛ grM holds.
Proof. Since all the finitely generated grΛ-modules have finite G-dimension (see the proof of [1] , Theorem 4.20), this follows from Theorem 2.8.
2.11.
Theorem. Let Λ be a Gorenstein filtered ring. Let M be a filtered Λ-module with a good filtration. Then the following equality holds.
Proof. This follows from A.9, A.10, A.12 and 2.8.
When Λ is a Gorenstein filtered ring, due to the above equality, we can define a holonomic module. Put * id grΛ = n and idΛ = d. Let M be a filtered Λ-module with a good filtration. Since gradeM
This inequality is a generalization of Bernstein's inequality for a Weyl algebra ([4]).
According to the case of Weyl algebras, we call a finitely generated filtered Λ-module M a holonomic module, if * dim grM = n − d.
3.
Cohen-Macaulay modules and holonomic modules Throughout this section, we assume that Λ is a filtered ring such that grΛ is a CohenMacaulay * local ring with the condition (P) (cf. Appendix). Let M be a finitely generated filtered Λ-module such that M ∈ G, i.e., G-dim grM < ∞. It follows from 2.3, 2.8, A.8 and A.12 that the following holds:
where we put n := * depth grΛ = * dim grΛ. We say that M ∈ G is a Cohen-Macaulay Λ-module of codimension k, if * depth grM = * dim grM = n − k. Then it is easily seen that if M is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension k then it is perfect of grade k, where, due to [1] , Definition 4.34, we call M perfect if G-dimM = gradeM. Note also that M is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if grM is a perfect grΛ-module by A.8 and A.12. We put
The following is an easy consequence of (1) and (2).
We slightly generalize [16] , Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, and [15] , as follows.
ii) The functor Ext k Λ (−, Λ) induces a duality between the categories C k (Λ) and C k (Λ op ).
3.2.1. Lemma. Let N be a finitely generated filtered Λ-module of grade grN = s. If the G-dimension of grN is finite, then we have an embedding gr(Ext grN, grΛ) . Moreover, if grN is perfect, then the embedding is an isomorphism. Proof. Let · · · → F 1 → F 0 → N → 0 be a filtered free resolution of N. We use the notation of 2.8.1. It follows from 2.8.2 and 2.8 that 
(see, for example, the proof of [13] , Lemma 2.1) and apply (−) * to it. Then we get a long exact sequence
Since G-dimTrΩ k M = 0 by assumption, the first and fourth terms of the above exact sequence vanishes.
, which induces a duality between the categories C k (Λ) and C k (Λ op ).
3.2.3.
Remark. The proof 3.2.2 ii) only needs M to be perfect with gradeM = k.
We shall study holonomic modules when Λ is a Gorenstein filtered ring, that is, grΛ is Gorenstein, and generalize the former theory which is under the assumption of regularity (cf. [14] , Chapter III, §4). The assumption that Λ is Gorenstein implies that G = filΛ by A.9, where filΛ is the category of all finitely generated filtered (left) Λ-modules. We recall from Corollary 2.4 and the end of section two that id Λ Λ = id Λ op Λ(= d) and M ∈ filΛ is called holonomic, if
We also note that M is holonomic if and only if gradeM = d (or grade grM = d) if and only if M is perfect of grade d.
We keep to assume Λ to be a Gorenstein filtered ring and d = id Λ Λ in the rest of this section. According to [6] , Theorem 3.9, if Λ is a Gorenstein filtered ring, then Λ satisfies 'Auslander condition' :
For every finitely generated Λ-module M and integer k ≥ 0, it holds that grade
3.3. Proposition. Let M be a finitely generated filtered Λ-module. Let M be holonomic and N a Λ-submodule of M. Then N, M/N are holonomic.
Proof. It follows from [13] , Lemma 2.11 (cf. also [6] , Theorem 3.9) that gradeN ≥ d and gradeM/N ≥ d, so that gradeN = d and gradeM/N = d.
Proposition.
A holonomic module is artinian. Therefore, it is of finite length.
We use the following easy lemma for a proof. We generalize [14] , Chapter III, 4.2.18 Theorem (p. 194), which characterizes a holonomic module by its associated graded module. We put Min(grM) = {p : p is a minimal element of Supp(grM)} for M ∈ filΛ.
3.5. Theorem. Let M ∈ filΛ. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) M is holonomic, (2) htp = d for all p ∈ Min(grM).
A finitely generated module M over a two-sided Noetherian ring is called pure, if gradeN = gradeM for all nonzero submodules N of M. 
Since R p is a Gorenstein local ring, we have an equality gradeM
, and so, g = g ′ . This completes the proof. 
The converse follows from [15] , Theorem 4.
3.7. Following [14] , Chapter III, 4.3, we call a filtered Λ-module M geometrically pure (geo-pure for short), if dim grΛ grM = dim(grΛ/p) for all p ∈ Min(grM). Then we have the following proposition which is a generalization of [14] , Chapter III, 4.3.6 Corollary.
3.7.1. Proposition. Let M be a finitely generated filtered Λ-module, and put Assh grM := { p ∈ Supp grM | dim grΛ/p = dim grM }. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M is pure, (2) M is geo-pure and grM has no embedded prime. (1)⇒(2): Let M be pure. Then grM is pure by 3.5.1. Take any p ∈ Min(grM). Since p ∈ Ass grM, we have grΛ/p ֒→ grM, so grade grΛ/p = grade grM. Using Theorem A.12, we have dim grΛ/p = dim grM. Hence M is geo-pure. Take any p ∈ Ass grM, then grΛ/p ֒→ grM. Thus dim grΛ/p = dim grM, by A.12. Therefore, Ass grM = Min grM, i.e., grM has no embedded primes.
(2)⇒(3): The former condition implies Assh grM = Min grM, and the latter one implies Min grM = Ass grM.
(3)⇒(1): By 3.5.1, it suffices to prove that grM is pure. Let N be a grΛ-submodule of grM. Take any p ∈ AssN. Then grΛ/p ֒→ N. Thus, by A.12 and assumption, we have grade grΛ/p = grade grM. By [13] , Lemma 2.11, we have grade grM ≤ gradeN ≤ grade grΛ/p = grade grM.
Hence grade grM = gradeN. This completes the proof.
3.8. Example. We provide an example of a Gorenstein filtered ring Λ.
] be a subring of a formal power series ring k [[x] ], where k is a field of characteristic zero. Then (R, m) is a local Gorenstein (non-regular) ring of dimR = 1, where m = (x 2 , x 3 ). Let a differential operator T = x∂ with ∂ = d/dx. Let Λ be a subring of the first Weyl algebra (see [4] , [14] ) generated by R and T . Then every element of Λ is written as Σa i T i , a i ∈ R. Note that T x i = x i T + ix i , i ≥ 2. For P = Σa i T i ∈ Λ, we put ordP = max{i : a i = 0}, an order of P . Let F i Λ := {P ∈ Λ : ordP ≤ i}. Then {F i Λ} is a filtration of Λ and grΛ = R[t], where t = σ 1 (T ). Thus grΛ is Gorenstein * local of dimension 2. Note that m + tR[t] is a unique * maximal ideal.
1) idΛ = 2
Let I := ΛT + Λx 2 be a left ideal of Λ. Then I = Λ. We put induced filtrations to I and Λ/I. , i.e., 2) gl dimΛ = ∞ It follows that pd R (R/m) is infinite. Since Λ is R-free, we see that pd Λ (Λ/Λm) is also infinite (cf. [21] , Exercise 9.21, p.258)
Appendix
In Appendix, we provide the fact about graded rings, especially * local rings .
1. Summary for * local rings Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. We gather some facts about a graded ring. For the detail, the reader is referred to [8] , [12] , and [20] .
A ring R is called a graded ring, if
An R-module M is called a graded module, if
An R-homomorphism f : M → N of graded modules is called a graded homomorphism, if f (M i ) ⊂ N i for all i ∈ Z. All graded modules in modR and all graded homomorphisms form the category of graded modules, which we denote by mod 0 R.
A graded submodule of a graded ring R is called a graded ideal. For any ideal I of R, we denote by I * the graded ideal generated by all homogeneous elements of I. A graded ideal m of R is called * maximal, if it is a maximal element of all proper graded ideals of R. We say that R is a * local ring, if R has a unique * maximal ideal m. A * local ring R with the * maximal ideal m is denoted by (R, m). The theory of * local ring is well developed and a lot of facts that hold for local rings also hold for * local rings (see [8] and [12] ). Let M be a finite R-module. For an ideal I, we denote I-depth of M by depth(I, M)( [18] ). Let (R, m) be a * local ring and M ∈ modR. We put * depthM := depth(m, M). We shall use * depth as a substitute of depth for a local ring. A graded module M over a graded ring R is called a * injective module, if it is an injective object in mod 0 R( [8] , §3.6). We denote by * idM the * injective dimension of M. By definition, * idM ≤ k if and only if there exists a minimal * injective resolution
It is easily seen that * idM ≤ k if and only if Ext The following is known.
A.1. Proposition. Let (R, m) be a * local ring with the condition (P). Then, for every graded ideal a and every set of graded prime ideals p 1 , · · · , p n , there exists i such that a ⊂ p i , whenever all homogeneous elements of a are contained in ∪ n i=1 p i . Proof. See [19] , Lemma 2.
Using Proposition A.1, the following is proved as the local case.
A.2. Proposition. Let (R, m) be a * local ring with the condition (P). Let M be a finite graded module with * depthM = t. Then there exists an M-sequence x 1 , · · · , x t consisting of homogeneous elements in m.
We note the following graded version of Nakayama's Lemma.
A.3. Lemma. Let (R, m) be a * local ring and M a finite graded R-module.
In the following, we assume that (R, m) is a * local ring with the condition (P).
A.4. Lemma. Let M, N be the non-zero finite graded R-module with
Proof. It is well-known, so we omit the proof.
A.5. Corollary. Assume that * depthR = 0. Let M be a finite graded R-module. Then M * = 0 implies M = 0.
We state the graded version of [1], 4.11-13 in the following A.6-A.8.
A.6. Proposition. Assume that * depthR = 0. Let M be a finite graded R-module. Then G-dimM < ∞ if and only if G-dimM = 0.
Proof. It suffices to prove that G-dimM
By this sequence, we have an exact sequence 0 → Ext
where L 1 → L 0 is monic. Thus Ext Suppose
Since G-dim(Imf n−1 ) ≤ 1, we have G-dim(Imf n−1 ) = 0 by the above argument. Repeating this process, we get G-dimM = 0.
We want to generalize [1] , Theorem 4.13 (b) to the graded case. The proof of it needs a part of [1] , Proposition 4.12. Thus we adapt this proposition as follows.
A.7. Proposition. Assume that * depthR = t. Let M be a finite graded R-module with G-dimM < ∞. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) ⇒ (2): Let x 1 , · · · , x i be a homogeneous regular sequence in m. We show that x 1 , · · · , x i is an M-sequence by induction on i. Let i = 1. Since M ∼ = M * * is torsionfree, x 1 is M-regular.
Suppose that i > 1 and the assertion holds for i − 1. Then
* local ring with the condition (P). By [1] 
By assumption, it suffices to prove that Ext i R (M, R) = 0 for i > 0. We show the assertion by induction on t = * depthR. Let t = 0. Then G-dimM = 0 by Proposition A.6 Let t > 0. Then * depthM ≥ * depthR ≥ 1. We take a homogeneous element x ∈ m which is R and M-regular. Then, by [8] 
Hence we have Ext Since M * = 0, we have Hom R (M * , R/m) = 0. Since mHom R (M * , R/m) = 0, we see that m has no M-regular element, so that * depthM = 0. Thus (3) holds. Let * depthR > 0. We have * depthM ≥ * depthR ≥ 1, so that there is a homogeneous element x ∈ m which is R and M-regular. By [1] , Lemma 4.9, we have G-
Hence, by induction on * depthR, we have * depth R/xR M/xM = * depthR/xR, and then * depthM = * depthR. Since (3) ⇒ (2) is obvious, we accomplish the proof.
A.8. Theorem. Let M be a finite graded R-module with G-dimM < ∞. Then we have an equality
Proof. We state the proof which is an adaptation of [1] . If G-dimM = 0, we are done by the previous proposition. Suppose that G-dimM = n > 0 and the equation holds for n − 1. Let 0 → K → F → M → 0 be exact with F graded free and K a graded module. Since G-dimK = n − 1, we have G-dimK + * depthK = * depthR by induction. Suppose that * depthM ≥ * depthF = * depthR. Then G-dimM = 0 holds by Proof. Case A. Let n be a maximal ideal with ht n = n. If n = m, then ht m = n. Suppose that n is not equal to m. Then n is not graded, so ht n/n * = 1. Since R n is Cohen-Macaulay, ht n * R n + dimR n /n * R n = dimR n = n ( [18] , Theorem 17.4). Hence ht n * R n = n−1, so ht n * = n−1. Thus ht m ≥ ht n * +1 = n, so that ht m = n. Therefore, * depthR = depthR m = dimR m = ht m = n.
Case B. Let n be the same as in Case A. Since n is not graded, we have ht n * = n − 1 by the similar way to Case A. By assumption, we have that m ⊃ n * and m is not maximal, so m = n * . Therefore, ht m = n − 1, hence we get * depthR = n − 1 by the similar way to Case A.
The equality concerning * dimM follows from the fact that cases A and B are preserved modulo [0 :
The latter statement is proved in [3] more generally.
A.11. Lemma Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay * local ring with the condition (P) and x a homogeneous element in m. If x is regular, then dimR/xR = dimR − 1.
Proof. The well-known induction argument works due to A.10 Lemma.
A.12. Theorem Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay * local ring with the condition (P) and M a finite graded R-module. Then gradeM + dimM = dimR Proof. We follow the proof of [11] , Proposition 4.11. Put n = dimR. We prove the statement by induction on n. Suppose that dimM = n and take p ∈ SuppM with dimR/p = n. Then dimR p = 0, so that depthR p = 0. Thus pR p ∈ AssR p . Hence Hom Rp (M p , R p /pR p ) = 0 implies Hom Rp (M p , R p ) = 0. Thus Hom R (M, R) = 0, i.e., gradeM = 0.
When n = 0, we have dimM = 0. Then the equality holds by above. Let n > 0. Then we can assume dimM < n. Since dimR/p = n for any minimal prime ideal p of R, it holds from the assumption that [0 : R M] ⊂ p for any minimal prime ideal p of R. Thus 
Hence gradeU = min{depthR p : p ∈ SuppU} ≥ i by [1] , Corollary 4.6.
A.15. Lemma. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and X a finite R-module of grade s. Assume G-dimX to be finite. Then the equality grade Ext s R (X, R) = s holds true.
Proof. When s = 0, that is, X * = 0, then X * * * = 0. Hence X * * = 0. We assume that s > 0. By A.14, it holds that grade Ext s R (X, R) ≥ s. The converse inequality follows from [13] , Lemma 4.4 (Its proof contains trivial misprints : in the last line of p.182, X * n should be read (Ω n X) * and three places in line 3-5 of p.183 should be read similarly). Hence we get the desired equality.
